bitrates (10-60 kbps in increments of 10 kbps) and spatial
resolutions (192×144 and 320×240) of ASL video that would be
transmitted for mobile video phone communication. We seek to
answer four questions:
1) When users are shown ASL video encoded at different spatial
resolutions and bitrates, which combinations do they prefer?

3. PSNR CU
URVES
Selecting a specific spatial resolution and bitrate combination to
trransmit video on MobileASL is important because there are
trradeoffs with computational complexity, vid
deo quality, an
nd
hone such as battery life and daata
resource availabiility on a cell ph
rate consumption
n. Larger video
o resolutions an
nd higher bitrattes
y at the expen
nse of increaseed
result in higherr video quality
computational po
ower to transmitt the data in reaal time. Before we
can investigate how resource allocation is affected by videeo
trransmission, wee need to determ
mine at which bitrates and spatiial
ough video quality for intelligib
ble
resolutions we can get high eno
conversations.
Despite the fact that PSNR maay not be suitab
ble for measurin
ng
subjective video quality, it still is a reasonablee measurement of
video quality when used acro
oss the same content [25]. We
calculated PSNR
R of two different spatial resolutions (192×140 an
nd
320×240 pixels) and 15 bitrates (10-150 kbps in
n increments of 10
kbps) of the sam
me ASL video. The smaller spattial resolution was
92×140 pixels an
nd then enlarged
d and displayed at
trransmitted at 19
320×240 pixels using bilinear intterpolation [27] before PSNR was
calculated.
The same 12-seccond video clip of a local deaf woman signing at
her natural signin
ng pace with a stationary backgrround was used in
thhe calculation of PSNR. The video was reco
orded at 320×24
40
pixels at 15 fpss. Duplicate vid
deos were created at the smalller
spatial resolution
n before calculaating the PSNR. The x264 codeec,
an open source version of H.264
4 codec, was useed to compress th
he
videos at each spatial resolution
n and bitrate co
ombination [3,24
4].
As Figure 2 deemonstrates, thee PSNR values for each spatiial
resolution increase monotonically with increasin
ng bitrate.
We found that th
he PSNR curves demonstrated a crossover poiint
where, at lower bitrates (40 kbp
ps and below), the smaller spatiial
resolutions had higher PSNR values than the larger spatiial
resolution. Visuaal inspection of the same ASL video (displayed at
wer bitrates (10--40 kbps) showeed
thhe same size) trransmitted at low
more blocky arttifacts in videoss sent at 320×2
240 pixels than at
192×144. The crrossover in the PSNR plots occurred because at
very low bitratess, the higher resolution video is quantized mo
ore
heavily and thus has very poor visual quality (ssuch as blockineess
and loss of fin
ne details). Thee same videos at lower spatiial
resolutions are not quantized ass heavily which
h results in high
her
measured video quality. As bitraates increase, thee higher resolutio
on
has higher meaasured video quality than thee smaller spatiial
resolutions. Thiss is due to blurrriness from enllarging the videeo.
The crossover of PSNR curvess has been foun
nd in other videeo
compression tecchniques [16,19
9,29], but the results, to our
knowledge, haave not been
n used to evaluate humaan
comprehension, which, along wiith subjective qu
uality measures, is
thhe focus of our online survey.

4. ONLINE SURVEY METHOD
From a technological perspecctive, transmitting video at th
he
smaller spatial reesolution and at the lowest bitraates takes the leaast
amount of computational powerr and resources; however, witho
out
feedback
f
from users, we cann
not confirm that sign languag
ge
communication with this video iss intelligible.
We created and deployed a nattional three-partt online survey to
he
innvestigate user preferences and comprehension when varying th
bitrates (10-60 kbps in increm
ments of 10 kbps) and spatiial
resolutions (192×144 and 320×240) of ASL video. We did not
consider bitratess higher than 60 kbps since the larger spatiial

Figuree 2: PSNR(dB) vs. Bitrate (kb
bps) for spatiall resolutions
displayyed at 320×2440 pixels. High
her PSNR meeans higher
objecttive video qualiity. Whether itt means higherr subjective
percep
ption of quality is a topic of thiis research.
resolutiion always had higher video quaality than the sm
maller spatial
resolutiion.
The onnline survey begaan by asking parrticipants to selff-report their
fluencyy in ASL. The survey asked diffferent questionss depending
on the response to thiss question. Part 1 was a paired--comparison
experim
ment which innvestigated the subjective viddeo quality
prefereences of ASL sppeakers and nonn-ASL speakers (see Figure
3). Parrt 2 was a sinngle-stimulus exxperiment whichh examined
SL video of vaarying bitrates and spatial
compreehension of AS
resolutiions (ASL speaakers only) (see Figures 4 and 5). Finally,
part 3 a sked demographhic questions.
To dettermine how suubjective video quality prefereence differs
betweeen ASL speakerss and non-ASL speakers, it was important to
get an equal number o f ASL and non--ASL speaking respondents.
We sellected an online survey over a laboratory studyy because an
online survey is accesssible to most peoople with Interneet access, so
more reespondents couldd be included froom across the naation.

4.1 Videos Used in Online Survey
4.1.1 Videos in Parrt 1
The saame 12-second video clips useed to measure PSNR (see
sectionn 3, above) of AS
SL video were used in part 1 off the survey.
A 12-seecond video durration was used because it was long enough
for resspondents to make a video preference selection while
keepingg the overall survey manageeable to compllete in 4-7
minute s. Recall that alll videos were traansmitted at theiir respective
spatial resolution (1922×144 and 320×240) at varied bitrates, and
then d isplayed at 3220×240 pixels (with the smaaller spatial
resolutiion enlarged usinng bilinear interrpolation).

4.1.2 Videos in Parrt 2
Twelvee different videeo clips of thee same local deaf woman
signingg different shortt stories at her natural signingg pace were
used.
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